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Abstract. Tissue water content and molecular microenvironment can provide important intrinsic contrast for cancer imaging. In this work, we examine the relationship between water optical spectroscopic features related to binding state and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-measured water diffusion dynamics. Broadband diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging (DOSI) and MR images were obtained from eight patients with locally-advanced infiltrating ductal carcinomas (tumor size = 5.5 ± 3.2 cm). A DOSI-derived bound water index (BWI) was compared to the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of diffusion weighted (DW) MRI. BWI and ADC were positively correlated (R = 0.90, p-value = 0.003) and BWI and ADC both decreased as the bulk water content increased (R = −0.81 and −0.89, respectively). BWI correlated inversely with tumor size (R = −0.85, p-value = 0.008). Our results suggest underlying sensitivity differences between BWI and ADC to water in different tissue compartments (e.g., extracellular vs cellular). These data highlight the potential complementary role of DOSI and DW-MRI in providing detailed information on the molecular disposition of water in breast tumors. Because DOSI is a portable technology that can be used at the bedside, BWI may provide a low-cost measure of tissue water properties related to breast cancer biology.© 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.7.071304]
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1 Introduction

Tissue water provides intrinsic contrast for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), mammography, and diffuse optical imaging1-3 and bulk water content increases significantly in cancerous tissues due to increased cellularity and edema.4-7 Detailed information regarding water mobility and environment can be used to gain further insight into molecular mechanisms of cancer and cancer therapies. The water apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), obtained using diffusion weighted MRI (DW-MRI), measures the restricted motion of water molecules due to cell membranes and other barriers that inhibit random diffusion of free, unhindered water. An inverse correlation between ADC and cellularity of cancer tissues has been shown.8-10 and several groups have measured lower ADC values in cancer versus normal or benign tissues.11,12

In our previous work, we introduced a bound water index (BWI) calculated from broadband diffuse optical spectroscopy (DOSI) data that measures the impact of water association with macromolecules on the ~975 nm near-infrared (NIR) water absorption peak.6 When water is bound to macromolecules, such as proteins, the water absorption peak at 975 nm undergoes both broadening and red shifting.13-17 These spectral changes appear as a consequence of variations in the relative contributions of macroscopic overtones from fundamental O–H vibrations at 3.05 and 2.87 μm.17 BWI has been validated in previous studies using DW-MRI, where we observed an inverse correlation between BWI and ADC in homogeneous tissue phantoms.15 In patient studies, we found significantly greater free water content (i.e., lower BWI) in breast cancer compared to normal tissues, and the amount of free water positively correlated with tumor histopathologic grade.

The use of disk operating systems (DOS)/imaging for breast cancer detection and therapy monitoring has been extensively described using tomography methods18-23 and handheld probes.3,6,24-27 In this work, we employed a handheld diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging (DOSI) probe to create broadband (650 to 1010 nm) spectroscopic maps of tissue absorption and scattering with high spectral resolution (<1 nm). In addition to BWI, DOSI spectral content was used to calculate the tissue concentration of hemoglobin (oxy-, deoxy-, and total), lipid and water. We measured eight infiltrating ductal carcinoma (IDC) patients with DW-MRI and DOSI in order to investigate the relationship between ADC and BWI in breast cancer. Both indices provide information regarding water environment and disposition that can potentially be useful in breast cancer diagnosis, treatment, and predicting clinical outcome.

Both BWI and ADC values decreased significantly as the bulk water content increased and both showed potential as a prognostic index based on correlations with tumor size. Unlike our previously-reported homogeneous phantom studies, patient measurements of BWI and ADC were positively correlated.
(R = 0.90, p-value = 0.003), potentially highlighting the importance of microscopic-scale barriers to diffusion encountered in vivo. Based on the results of this study and related literature, we hypothesize that BWI is weighted toward water averaged over a large volume with significant contributions from "unbound" water in the extracellular matrix, while ADC primarily reflects the impact of well-defined barriers to diffusion in small volumes such as cells and heterogeneous extracellular compartments. Overall, this work demonstrates the complementary role of DOSI and DW-MRI in providing detailed information on the molecular disposition of water in breast cancer, and suggests that these measurements can be useful in understanding mechanisms of cancer appearance and therapy response.

2 Methods

2.1 Subjects

This clinical study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of University of California, Irvine, and informed consent was obtained from all human subjects. Eight IDC patients were measured with both DOSI and DW-MRI prior to the initiation of any form of therapy. The maximum tumor dimension of the patients was 5.5 ± 3.2 cm and the age distribution was 44.0 ± 12.3 with a range of 28 to 65.

2.2 Broadband DOSI Measurements

Details of the DOSI system have been previously reported. Briefly, DOSI combines broadband frequency domain photon migration (FDPM) using six diode lasers with broadband steady state (SS) spectroscopy in the wavelength range of 630 to 1010 nm. The frequency-dependent (50 to 400 MHz) amplitude and phase of diffusely reflected, temporally-modulated photon density waves are measured and compared to photon diffusion models for each diode laser. Model fits yield absorption, \( \mu_a \), and reduced scattering, \( \mu_s' \), coefficients for large subsurface tissue volumes, typically \( \sim 10 \) cm\(^3\) for our breast probe with a 2.9 cm source-detector separation. Broadband scattering and absorption spectra are calculated by combining FDPM source data with SS diffuse reflectance and imposing a Mie scattering constraint on the wavelength-dependence of scattering. Extinction coefficient spectra of major NIR absorbing components of tissue (oxy-hemoglobin, deoxy-hemoglobin, water, and lipid) are fit to the tissue absorption spectrum in order to calculate concentration.

The BWI is determined from the residual between the normalized tissue water spectrum and a pure water spectrum as described in Chung et al. Figure 1 (reprinted from Ref. 6), demonstrates how the BWI was calculated using the tissue spectra. Briefly, the tissue water spectrum was obtained by subtracting contributions of the other major physiological components (oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin, and lipid) from a tissue absorption spectrum. Then the residual between the water-only tissue absorption spectrum and a pure water spectrum was calculated by subtracting the pure water spectrum from the normalized tissue water spectrum in the water peak range. The residual is represented as an index, BWI, by averaging the difference between 935 and 998 nm as shown below:

\[
BWI = \frac{\sum \frac{\mu_a,\text{tissue}(\lambda_i) - \mu_a,\text{pure water}(\lambda_i)}{N} \times 1000}{\lambda_i}
\]

where \( \lambda_i \) is \( i \)th wavelength (935 nm \( \leq \lambda_i \leq 998 \) nm), \( \mu_a,\text{pure water}(\lambda_i) \) is the fraction of measured tissue water divided by pure water concentration (55.6 M) (24), and \( N \) is the number of wavelength points in the sum (6). In our previous study with 18 subjects, the BWI of the malignant and normal breast tissues was in the range of 1.96±0.3 and 2.77±0.4, respectively.

DOSI measurements were performed by scanning a handheld probe on lesion containing and contralateral normal breasts in a grid pattern with 1 cm increments. The range of the scan covered the entire lesion, including surrounding tissue, determined by palpation, ultrasound, mammography or MRI. Details of DOSI patient line- and grid-scanning measurements have been described. Grid images of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin, water, and BWI were generated by interpolating the scanned spectra.
In order to compare patient data, an average of BWI values smaller than the threshold determined by the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of all the BWI points in an image was calculated and used as a tumor BWI. The BWI point values larger than the threshold in the same image (on the same breast) were used to calculate an average of normal tissue BWI.

DOSI was performed with patients in a supine position. Patients lying in the supine position were able to hold their arms up so that tissue near the chest wall was accessible and the entire lesion could be mapped.

2.3 MR Measurements for the ADC Acquisition

All MR images were acquired with a 3.0 T (127 MHz) Philips Achieva scanner using a bilateral 4-channel SENSE (SENSitivity ENcoding) breast coil (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). The diffusion-weighted and dynamic-contrast-enhanced images (DCE-MRI) were acquired from a single imaging session in which the DW-MRI is performed prior to the DCE-MRI. The DW-MRI protocol was based on a single-shot spin-echo sequence with echo-planar-imaging acquisition mode using repetition time \( (TR) \equiv 3588/76 \) ms, field of view (FOV) = 200x200 mm, acquisition-matrix = 128 x 128, pixel size: 1.56 x 1.56 mm, slice thickness: 5 mm, and number of signals averaged = 6. Thirteen sagittal slices of DW image were acquired unilaterally with three \( b \) factors \((b = 333, 667, \text{ and } 1000 \text{ s/mm}^2)\) in each of the three orthogonal directions for a generation of a rotationally invariant ADC-map. The acquisition time for DW images was approximately 3.5 min. The DCE-MRI protocol was based on a three-dimensional (3-D) gradient echo sequence using TR/TE = 6.2/1.3 ms, flip-angle = 12-deg, SENSE-factor = 2, and an isotropical voxel size (1 mm\(^3\)). The DCE-MRI was acquired in 160 bilateral axial slices using FOV = 32-36 cm and a total of seven dynamic frames with \( \Delta t = 98 \text{ s} \). The contrast agent (Omniscan\textsuperscript{®}, 1 cc/10 lbs) was injected manually at the start of the third frame and then followed by a 10-cc saline flush. In Fig. 2(a), the blue color indicates low enhancement, the yellow color indicates moderate enhancement, and the red color indicates high enhancement in a DCE-MRI image. A high-order shimming and a fat suppression based on Philips’ SPAIR (Spectral Attenuated Inversion Recovery) technique were utilized in both DW-MRI and DCE-MRI. All MR-images were transferred in DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format and post-processed and analyzed off-line using a personal computer.

The lesion was segmented by manually drawing the region of interest (ROI) on the enhancement images [red contour on Fig. 2(a)] generated by subtracting the baseline (mean of the first 2 dynamic frames) from the 4th dynamic frame of the DCE-MRI data. The locations of ROI-voxels were then co-registered onto the sagittal slices of DW images [Fig. 2(b)]. Both the ROI-drawing and co-registration were performed using a program developed using Matlab (The Math Works, Inc., USA). The ADC value was generated for each pixel of the co-registered ROI in sagittal orientation.

The ADC value for each pixel was obtained also using a program developed in-house using Matlab, which performed a least-squares fit to the DW-MRI data according to the following equation:

\[
ADC = \frac{-(\ln S - \ln S_0)}{b},
\]

Fig. 2 (a) Transverse dynamic-contrast MR image. The region of interest (red contour) used for ADC calculation and the locations used for lateral scanning of DOSI are shown with white boxes. (b) Sagittal diffusion-weighted-image is shown with the bars indicating where the DOSI probe was positioned axially. (c) Coronal maximum intensity projection image is shown with a yellow box approximating a boundary of the area measured by DOSI. (d) A DOSI acquired BWI image. Darker area with values less than FWHM of the entire points is shown to indicate a tumor area.
where $S$ is the signal intensity measured on the non-zero $b$ factor images ($b = 333$, 667, and 1000 s/mm$^2$) and $S_0$ is that of $b = 0$ (no diffusion weighting).

The enhancement images were reformatted to generate a maximum intensity projection image (MIP) in coronal orientation that most closely resembles the two-dimensional presentation of DOSI measurements. [Fig. 2(c)]. All MR images were acquired with the patients in a prone position.

3 Results

Figure 2(a)–2(c) demonstrates DOSI measurement geometry on MR images of a patient. According to the dynamic contrast enhanced images, the tumor size of this patient was 4.9$ \times $5 $\times$ 5.5 cm and was surrounded by very dense breast tissue according to mammography. The Cartesian coordinates of the BWI image on Fig. 2(d) were indicated by the numbers and bars on Fig. 2(a)–2(c). The numbers in the white boxes in Fig. 2(a) show where DOSI probe was positioned laterally, which is the x-axis on the DOSI image shown in Fig. 2(d). The numbers and bars on the diffusion-weighted image [Fig. 2(b)] indicate the axial axis of the DOSI probe positions [the y-axis on Fig. 2(d)]. The tumor area appears brighter in this diffusion-weighted image, which produces lower ADC values than normal fibroglandular tissues according to the equation for ADC calculation (Eq. 2). The yellow box on the MIP image [Fig. 2(c)] approximates the boundary of the points measured by DOSI. Although, Fig. 2(a)–2(c) demonstrates where the DOSI probe was located, the actual tissue volume measured by DOSI is not exactly shown on those MR images because the measurement geometries differed between DW-MRI and DOSI.

ADC values are calculated based on diffusion that occurs within a single 1.56 $\times$ 1.56 $\times$ 5 mm voxel. ADC values represent an average of many voxels in a given ROI. Most of our tumor data have ADC values below 1.6 $\times$ $10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/s, a threshold that differentiated “cancer” from “normal” with 95% sensitivity,12 while lower than 95% has been used for cancer detection in other studies.8,11,32,33

4 Discussion

Detailed tissue water property measurements were obtained in breast cancer patients using both optical and MR imaging. The BWI measures the association of water with macromolecules and ADC reflects the mobility of water in a restricted micro-environment. Although, the measurement geometry is different in the two imaging technologies, the same in-vivo tumors were measured without compression in order to compare physical and biochemical properties of cancer tissues. Nevertheless, the resolution and field of view are different for DOSI and MRI.
In DOSI, light interrogation over a large (~10 cm³) tissue volume yields spatially-averaged optical and physiological properties at each probe location. BWI therefore reflects tissue water binding state for all components of cancer tissues: intra- and extracellular spaces as well as vascular structures. In contrast, ADC values are calculated based on diffusion that occurs within a single MRI voxel. Thus, measurements are more heavily weighted toward contributions from cellular diffusion barriers in small volumes in well-defined tumor regions. In contrast, DOSI measurements include contributions from normal tissues and thus represent spatially-averaged macroscopic properties.

These differences in field of view may help explain the positive correlation between BWI and ADC shown in Fig. 3. In our previous work, Ref. 6, BWI was validated in gelatin phantoms by various techniques, including diffusion-weighted MRI. These studies revealed an inverse linear correlation due to the constraining impact of macromolecular binding on water diffusion. Interestingly, the positive relationship between BWI and ADC observed in the current in vivo study was the opposite of the correlation measured in homogeneous tissue phantoms. In gelatin, there are no well-defined structural barriers to diffusion comparable to cell membranes or equivalent micro-scale domains. Thus, the positive correlation measured in Fig. 3 is likely a direct result of the heterogeneous, complex, and compartmentalized structure of cancer tissues. It implies that while diffusion becomes more limited due to the presence of small volume barriers, more unbound water is apparent when sampling large tumor volumes. Thus, while all bound water would necessarily have low ADC values, other factors that hinder water mobility likely make contributions to ADC.

The water concentration is known to be high in cancer tissues measured by both MR and optical technologies.6,16,18,38 The result in Fig. 4 and our previous publication indicate that the high water concentration in cancer tissues contains increased amount of free water rather than bound water. However, interestingly, ADC values decreased (less mobility) as the water concentration increased. This finding also supports that the volumetric difference of tissues used for calculating each water parameter might convey different information regarding the tumor physiology.

There are several important physiologic consequences of this observation. Smaller ADC values have been reported in malignant tumors compared to normal or benign tissues.4,11,12,39 Restricted diffusion of intracellular water within densely packed, proliferating cancer cells is believed to cause the reduced ADC.40 The protocol for ADC acquisition and interpretation of the results are actively investigated and has a room for improvement. Nevertheless, the protocol used for ADC measurement in this study is generally considered as a standard that most clinical researchers are utilizing to investigate the application of ADC in differential diagnosis and early therapy response monitoring.41–46 Many factors may contribute to the measured ADC, including the size of cancer cells, the cell density (or, the relative composition of the cellular and interstitial components), as well as the pseudo-diffusion caused by the microvascular flow (called “intra-voxel incoherent motion [IVIM]”). In this work, we applied three different b-values with the highest b = 1000 s/mm², so the effect of IVIM is negligible. Thus, cancer tissues with smaller ADC values are likely to have higher cellular density in the ROI.

In the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid (HA), a large negatively charged polysaccharide, increases in malignant tumors compared to normal tissues.4,6 Its polyanionic nature traps water molecules in a mesh structure that exerts swelling pressure.37 Although, no correlation has been observed between HA content and bound water, HA has been correlated with total volume of water in a study by Sulyok.29 Thus, it is possible that structured water occupies the space in between HA molecules. Structured water has limited mobility due to the presence of macromolecules and appears in hydration layers outside bound water.37 Thus, a larger amount of structured vs bound water within the HA extracellular matrix may explain why we observe reduced diffusion but less bound water in cancer tissues. We note that the term “free water” refers to all unbound water including structured water.

High interstitial fluid pressure in cancer tissues due to increased vascular permeability and the absence of a functional lymphatic system may contribute to the increased free water as observed by BWI.49 Yankeelov et al. also observed a higher volume transfer constant (Ktrans) due to higher perfusion permeability in an area of rapid proliferation and increased cell density. Their result further supports the measured relationship between ADC and BWI shown in Fig. 3.

In our previous studies, we measured inverse correlations between tumor Nottingham-Bloom-Richardson (NBR) histopathological scores and BWI, and a positive correlation with bulk water content.6,25 In Figs. 3 and 4, ADC is shown to positively and inversely correlate significantly with BWI and bulk water concentration, respectively. Histopathological scores determine tumor grade, and both grade and size of tumor are the most influential prognostic indices of patient survival.50 Although, the distribution of NBR scores was not sufficiently broad in this study to examine ADC and BWI correlations, Fig. 5 shows a significant inverse correlation between BWI and maximum tumor dimension, an important index of patient survival. Thus, our current findings, taken together with previous DOSI and MRI studies, provide additional support for BWI as a complementary tumor prognostic index.

In conclusion, the molecular properties of water determined by BWI and ADC appear to reveal different and complementary
aspects of tumor physiology. Although, BWI and ADC are inversely correlated in homogeneous tissue phantoms, they are positively correlated in vivo. This suggests that BWI is more sensitive to free water in the extracellular matrix, while ADC reflects contributions from increased tumor cellularity. The relationship between ADC, BWI, and bulk water concentration suggests that both parameters have potential for assessing tumor grade and patient prognosis. This is further supported by measurements linking BWI and ADC with tumor size. Although, BWI and ADC reflect different properties, our results indicate the importance of water as a critical tissue component that can potentially provide unique insight into the molecular patho-physiology of cancer. Their use as molecular imaging endpoints in patients could further advance clinical cancer diagnosis and treatment. It was a limitation of this study that the measured tumors were relatively large (>2 cm). In future studies, we will recruit more patients with small tumors to define patient groups who may receive the most benefit from this complementary information from the two modalities. Lastly, because DOSI is a portable technology that can potentially be used at the bedside, BWI may provide a low-cost measure of tissue water properties.
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